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Bridging faiths
Building bridges

Monday, November 13, 2006
BY MARY WARNER
Of The Patriot-News

Q: Why did you leave the pulpit?

A: It was about looking for another way to be a rabbi. And sometimes when people ask me what I'm doing,
I say I'm a rabbi about town. I'm not in any way comparing myself to Martin Luther King, OK? I'm not. But
some of the biographies of Martin Luther King make the point that you cannot understand him without
understanding he was a pastor first. He was not a politician. He was a pastor, speaking to the larger
society. And so that's the model.

Q: Describe your personal interest in interfaith dialogue.

A: When I talk to people in different religious traditions, I actually come to understand myself better. And
on a strictly personal level, that may be for me the most powerful thing. I'm really interested in how
different people understand the world differently.

I'm also deeply concerned about where religion is pulling the world, because if you don't see these
traditions as existing in a relationship with the society out of which they grow and in which they live, then
you're seeing that particular religious tradition in a very flat way. That leads to division, absolutism. And
while I certainly concede there may be absolute truth, I think it's a very different thing for any of us to say
we absolutely know what it is. And it's a very dangerous thing.

Q: How would you describe the tenor of interfaith relations in the midstate?

A: Within a small group, it's very good. I think that there might be more openness than knowledge, and
sometimes the lack of knowledge gets in the way of the openness.

Q: Is there anything distinctive about the midstate, when it comes to interfaith relations?

A: Religion here is important, probably more important to the lives of individuals than in some other parts
of the country, some more urban parts or the far West. At the same time, and maybe as a result of that,
there may be a higher proportion of people who don't know the ways of people other than their own.

Q: Do current events in the world, in the Middle East especially, color this?

A: It does, because it gets to the issue of trust. In terms of Jewish-Christian relations, you often end up
with right-wing churches that support a very right-wing Israel and left-wing churches that support the
Palestinians in a conflict against Israel.

I don't support right-wing Israeli positions, but I'm very concerned about Israel's right to exist and its
security. I don't see either of those Christian traditions helping to move anyone towards peace. And so it
becomes very difficult to talk about.

Q: What about the effect of those current events on relationships between Jews and Muslims here?

A: My perception is it has slowed down the ability for those connections to be made. Those people with
whom I had intereacted, we were able to talk to each other regardless of the situation in the Middle East.
But we weren't talking about the Middle East.
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Q: How would you describe the Religion and Society Center?

A: The Religion and Society Center is dedicated to fostering the development of religiously-based social
values for a religiously diverse society. I think perhaps that's really the innovation. It's not about a
religiously diverse society with values that are disengaged from religious tradition. And it's not about a
society built upon the religious principles of one religious tradition.

There needs to be a group of religious teachers and leaders putting forth a message into the society that's
different from what you hear on a lot of the more literalistic, religious presentations in the media.

Q: How far along is the center?

A. With fundraising, we're set for the year, and we're starting now to secure the next year [from] individual
donors.

Q: What do you imagine the center doing?

A: The four areas right now are the Interfaith Alliance of Pennsylvania, Jewish-Christian dialogue, hopefully
Jewish-Christian-Muslim dialogue and the issue of what someone working with me called contemplative
action.

The proposal is to have a series of one-day retreats for religious practitioners and each of these retreats
would center around the teaching and practice of a teacher from a particular tradition.

Q: How will the Interfaith Alliance function?

A: It has a statewide perspective, with the goal of gathering around it people of many different faiths who
are concerned about religious liberty issues and also issues of social justice.

There is some background work that needs to be done, the development of the ideas. How do you find a
way, truly embedded in Christian theology, to express appreciation for the religious diversity there is in the
world? Where do you find it in Judaism? In Islam? It's going to be very difficult to say it if the ideas aren't
well-developed.

The Religion and Society Center, acting more as a think tank, will be looking more at developing those
statements. The Interfaith Alliance will be looking at putting them out there.
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